Brake squeal phenomenon is a problem that has been long studied using multiple methods and theories. Finite Element Method (FEM) has been applied to the study of brake squeal problem. First, a disc brake model has been established. Complex mode theory has been applied to the mode analysis and unstable vibration modes can be extracted subsequently. The form of unstable vibration mode has been studied. Then, transient dynamic simulation using explicit dynamic method has been performed. Response in both time and frequency domain has been analyzed. Two methods have been compared, considering accuracy and calculation consumption. Then, the effect of different parameters such as coefficient of friction, stiffness, and brake force fluctuation frequency on squeal phenomenon has been analyzed. It can be found that coefficient of friction and the brake stiffness have a positive correlation with the extent of brake squeal phenomenon, while the frequency of brake force fluctuation should remain as low as possible. Afterwards, a ring-shaped layer of viscoelastic damping material is constrained to outer margin of the stator to restrain the unstable modal. This method can change the vibration nature and improve the brake squeal problem.
Introduction
Along with the rising requirement of comfort in the field of civil aviation, brake noise problem has gained great attention because it considerably affects passengers' convenience [1] [2] [3] . Aircraft brake system generates vibration during its normal working process, followed by noise inevitably. It has been over 60 years since foreign researchers began working on brake squeal problem, while domestic researchers merely initiated their study in 1980s. In terms of the classification of squeal problem, a universal standard has not yet been put forth. However, researchers agree on naming different types of brake noise according to their respective vibration frequency. Most of the researchers tend to divide squeal phenomenon into three kinds. First type of brake noise possesses a frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz, which is relatively low. This type of brake noise comes from the stickslip motion between friction surfaces [4] . Applying other materials whose coefficient of friction is stable about slip speed could ease this type of brake noise effectively. Second type of brake noise is generated due to the occurrence of modal coupling among brake parts, with a frequency range between 1 kHz and 3 kHz. The third type of brake noise is generally caused by modal response of brake discs, whose frequency is between 3 kHz and 15 kHz. The last two types of brake noise are often named as "squeal," which has always been an important issue in the field of brake noise research [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Brake squeal phenomenon brings tremendous oscillation load to both brake mechanism and landing gear structure, which greatly interferes with pilot's regular flight control and passengers' comfort. Serious brake squeal may even damage the entire brake system [9] . As a result, it is quite necessary to study aircraft brake squeal problem thoroughly.
In the field of experiment, many researchers have found that it is very hard to replicate brake squeal in the lab [10] . Moreover, noise generated in the lab does not have a stable frequency and sound pressure level [11] [12] [13] [14] . During experiment, Oberst and Lai discovered that even brake force, speed, and temperature are stable; the sound pressure level of brake force still has a considerable straggling tendency [15] . Beloiu and Ibrahim discovered that even during one single experiment progress, there can still be an undeniable straggling tendency in sound pressure level, contact force of friction surface, and coefficient of friction [16] . So far, no clear result can be concluded from the experiments. As the theoretical research proceeds over time, four main theories dealing with brake squeal problem have been put forward by researchers. They are stick-slip theory, lock-slip theory, negative slope of friction force theory, and modal coupling theory. The previous two theories emphasize stickslip property; the latter two theories concentrate on structural instability [17] . In all, researchers have been studying the cause and influence factor of brake squeal problem for a long time. But unfortunately, a complete and universal theory to handle brake squeal problem has not been invented yet [18] . However, there is no doubt that modal coupling and modal response method show promising prospect in coping with brake squeal problem.
Combining with previous researchers' experience, an FEM model of an actual aircraft brake system has been constructed. Complex mode analysis is thoroughly introduced and applied to the aircraft brake model. Complex eigenvalues are extracted and analyzed. The vibration property of certain typical unstable frequencies has been analyzed. With the help of explicit dynamic analysis, transient dynamic analysis has been performed on the aircraft brake model. The displacement response in both time domain and frequency domain has been acquired. Several influence factors are studied by applying complex mode method.
Aircraft Disc Brake Modeling
Schematic figure of a typical aircraft disc brake is shown in Figure 1 . It mainly consists of pistons, torque tubes, brake rods, and a set of brake discs that stack alternatively. Hydraulic system provides pressure for the brake procedure. Pistons empowered by hydraulic system push a set of ganged stators against a set of ganged rotors, so brake force can be generated by friction between brake discs. Brake force is transferred to the entire landing gears structure through wheel axis and piston houses. Among the primary brake mechanisms, carbon brake discs carry out the most crucial functions of the brake system, which is friction. Carbon brake discs enable the aircraft to completely stop moving while the plane is taking off and landing; this makes the discs key components in the brake system. A simplified brake model is built according to the FEM modeling principles. Subsequent improvements are conducted by setting up contact, friction, mesh, and element properties. This reliable model is the foundation stone for further analysis.
Physical
Modeling. Brake discs model are currently applied in actual type of civil aircraft. The detailed CAD models are given in CATIA software. All the parts are made of carbon composite material, whose Young's modulus is 80 GPa, density is 1800 kg/m 3 , and coefficient of friction on the contact surface is 0.3. Because straggling brake discs are the key objects in the analysis, several tiny holes, fillets, and chamfers are simplified or removed to ensure a more qualified mesh. Finished discs models are shown in Figures 2-4 . Import these simplified disc models into ABAQUS software and construct the assembly model according to their actual position. The completed assembly model is shown in Figure 5 .
Improvements of the Model.
During brake procedure, contact behavior exists in multiple positions. Simulating contact behavior both conveniently and accurately is the key to analyzing brake squeal problem. Construct surface-surface contact pair on every contact surface of the brake disc, so friction effect can be built in the software. Contact property includes penalty function, so coefficient of friction can be introduced. There are two kinds of contact algorithms in ABAQUS software, which are small sliding and finite sliding. Small sliding algorithm is applied, because subsequent analysis does not contain large scale of displacement compared with the size of element.
In order to satisfy accuracy and time consumption requirements of FEM simulation, partitions of the entire model are divided based on geometry appearance of the model. Afterwards, an exquisite structural mesh can be established. Comparison between directly generated mesh and partition based mesh is shown in Figure 6 . It is obvious that, by setting up partitions, mesh becomes neater and more concise, which provides great accuracy and efficiency for further analysis. There are 11440 elements on rotor model, 11165 elements on stator model, and 8136 elements on baseplate model. Finally, verify the entire mesh condition for excessive distortion for excessive errors. At last, FEM model of aircraft brake is finished.
Complex Mode Analysis
After finishing constructing of the FEM model of the brake system, subsequent squeal analysis can be performed. This chapter concentrates on complex mode theory, unstable vibration modes are extracted, and unstable vibration modes are analyzed. 
Theory of Complex Mode Analysis.
In order to research brake squeal problem, modal analysis must be conducted to discover intrinsic vibration property of the entire model. Modal analysis means decoupling the differential equations which demonstrate vibration property of the system and transform physical coordinate into modal coordinate so relative modal parameters can be deduced.
As for ordinary real mode vibration analysis, mass matrix and stiffness matrix are both symmetric and positive definite. Damping matrix is a linear representation of mass and stiffness matrix, which can be decoupled. Moreover, natural vibration modes are real vectors which are orthogonal to mass, stiffness, and damping matrices. Therefore, modal coordinate is capable of simplifying the differential equations. However, in the aircraft disc brake model, damping matrix cannot be linearly represented by mass and stiffness matrices. As a result, modal parameters turn to be complex instead of real.
For an ordinary damped vibration system, damping force is in direct proportion to velocity. The vibration differential equation is̈+̇+
where , , , , and are all matrices, representing mass, damping, stiffness, displacement, and force matrices. This equation can also be illustrated in matrix form.
Assume 2 × 1 state vector is
So (2) can be simplified aṡ
Equation (4) 
where is
So (4) can be solved, and 2 eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be acquired.
Plug eigenvectors to original vibration equation (4),
for No. mode; it can be shown as
Combine with eigenvector of No. mode. It can be inferred that
Because and are both symmetric,
So, it is evident that
Therefore, orthogonal property of complex mode analysis is
is the complex modal frequency of the vibration system. is the complex modal eigenvector. These two parameters always come in conjugate pairs. According to the complex mode properties, a system with degrees of freedom has 2 eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
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FEM Analysis with Complex Mode Method.
It is vital to calculate undamped vibration frequency and vibration modes before any complex frequency analysis in ABAQUS software. Besides, static analysis step must be added to exert actual working conditions on the entire model, such as rotation speed and pressure, so accuracy can be ensured. Therefore, analysis steps of the entire simulation are listed below.
Step one is the static mechanic analysis. By exerting pressure on outward stator surface, brake force can be simulated, and contact interactions among parts are established. Moreover, stress status under actual working condition can be achieved. Stress may alter the stiffness matrix and influence subsequent frequency simulation.
Step two is generating rotating velocity. In ABAQUS static mechanic analysis, there are no rotating freedoms for nodes of 3D solid objects, so it is unable to exert rotation on rotors as boundary condition as usual. So, special keywords must be added to the model to solve this problem. Categorize every node of rotors under one set, named as "rotor." Then use keywords " * Motion, Rotation" to establish relevant rotation axis and velocity.
Step three is the extraction of natural frequency of undamped model. This step is the foundation of complex mode analysis.
Step four is the complex mode analysis. Complex frequency and complex eigenvalues are calculated and recorded.
Complex eigenvalues are all complex numbers. The imaginary part of complex eigenvalue indicates the complex vibration frequency, while real part of eigenvalue denotes stability of vibration. Complex modal damping equals to opposite number of real part divided by imaginary part. Therefore, a positive real part means a negative modal damping, which ultimately leads to unstable vibration.
There is another factor that needs to be taken into consideration. The existing material damping and structural damping are not included in the model, so total damping effect in the vibration system is smaller than it should be; this may cause the result to be more unstable. As a result, considering existing practical analysis experience, vibration modes with a modal damping less than −0.01 are determined to be unstable complex modes, which lead to brake squeal phenomenon.
In this analysis, eigenvalue data are extracted by history output and mapped in Figure 7 .
The slope in the figure represents a −0.01 damping. Dots above the slope mean unstable vibration mode. Corresponding frequency can be seen in the figure as well. There are 36 unstable vibration modes in the analysis totally.
There has been no certain conclusion that the stronger squeal is, the more serious negative damping exists. And theoretical improvement of the relationship between squeal extent and negative damping value has not been conducted yet. However, based on past experiment experience and complex mode simulation results, the tendency of serious brake squeal phenomenon does relate to the real part value of corresponding eigenvalue. Thus it is practical to determine the brake squeal extent by analyzing real part of the eigenvalue. In the analysis conducted in this chapter, unstable vibration mode firstly emerges at 4930 Hz. It is clear that unstable modes do not distribute uniformly. In fact, they cluster around several certain values. 5 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz, 12 kHz, 13.5 kHz, and 16.2 kHz are intervals where most unstable modes exist. As a result, the frequencies of brake squeal also exist in those intervals. So far, the frequency of brake squeal phenomenon has been calculated from complex mode analysis.
Properties of Unstable Vibration Modes.
To take a deeper look at the unstable vibration property, it is vital to analyze specific orders of unstable vibration modes.
There are two major vibration mode categories, in-plane mode and out-of-plane mode [19] . According to past research experience, each mode is mainly dominated by only one category of vibration, while the other category has little effect.
Vibration modes dominated by out-of-plane motion possess obvious out-of-plane vibration tendency. This tendency can be described by static diameter and static circle. As for modes dominated by in-plane motion, circumferential direction and radial direction are analyzed. There will at least be one static diameter along circumferential direction motion, while there is no static diameter or static circle along radial direction. Some typical unstable vibration modes are shown in Figure 8 . Contour shows the displacement along its major direction of every vibration mode.
represents the real part of corresponding eigenvalue. It is noteworthy that the value of displacement has been normalized so it does not reflect any actual length.
Properties of unstable vibration modes can be concluded from the figures. Most of the unstable modes are dominated by out-of-plane vibration; only a few exceptions exist. Among these exceptions, radial direction vibration plays the main character. In terms of vibration modes whose frequency is under 10 kHz, brake discs have similar vibration tendency. On the other hand, if vibration frequency exceeds 10 kHz, different brake discs vibrate differently, with more static diameters. Moreover, brake discs near the baseplate vibrate fiercer under high frequency. 
Transient Dynamic Analysis
In order to study brake squeal problem more precisely, nonlinear properties must be taken into consideration. Explicit dynamic method is applied for transient dynamic analysis on brake squeal problem. Fourier transformation is also applied to analyze vibration property in the frequency domain.
Theory of Explicit Dynamic.
Explicit dynamic analysis focuses on differences about time. No simultaneous equations need to be constructed or solved. Convergence is not a problem either. Dynamic analysis always offers a result, no matter how rough the model is. However, the increment step length is heavily influenced by the FEM element quality. The number of increment steps is also very tremendous, so it takes a lot of time and resource to conduct the analysis. ABAQUS applies central difference method for solving transient dynamic problems. The FEM process can be shown as follows:̈(
In the equation,̈stands for acceleration vector and is the mass matrix. ex represents external load, and in represents internal load. During explicit simulations, there are certain relations between velocity and displacement:
In the equation, ± 0.5Δ stands for the middle increment step during calculations and Δ is the step length. Difference, instead of differential, is applied in explicit dynamic analysis, so step length must be short enough to ensure sufficient accuracy.
Explicit Dynamic Analysis.
Explicit analysis step is unable to coexist with previous static analysis steps, so a whole new set of analysis steps are needed. During the linear perturbation steps in the last chapter, the entire system is stable in every increment step, and time does not participate in the actual simulation, while, in dynamic analysis, time is an important parameter which heavily influences the analysis procedure.
Therefore, the new analysis steps need further modification. Keywords are not able to exert rotation to the rotors, so a reference point is established at the axis of rotation. Then couple every node of rotor model with the reference point, so that boundary conditions can be exerted at the reference point as well as the rotors. Rotation and brake force are both gradually applied according to time, as shown in Figure 9 .
After finishing applying rotation speed, simulation continues for 0.01 seconds to observe and analyze the vibration, which grants a 100 Hz lower limit for frequency domain analysis.
Change contact algorithm into finite sliding method, because the relative sliding is large compared to the size of single element. According to the purpose of the transient dynamic analysis, extra history output must be added. Pick a certain observation point on the rotor and record the displacement data every 5 ms, which ensures a high sampling density. After completing the simulation, map the curves of displacements along three directions, as shown in Figures 10  and 11 . In this analysis, is the axial direction and and are the directions in the disc plane. In Figure 10 , the blue curve indicates displacement along direction and brown curve reflects direction.
From these two figures, it can be concluded that rotation dominates the motion along and axis; no obvious high frequency vibration takes place. This matches the result from complex mode analysis, where in-plane unstable vibration modes are minority. In terms of axis direction, the amplitude of the displacement is merely among millimeters, which is very tiny compared with the size of brake disc. At 0.01 seconds when brake force is applied, high frequency vibration takes place. As brake force gradually increases, the vibration becomes more acute. To study the vibration property in frequency domain, extract the last 0.01-second curve and then use MATLAB to perform Fourier transformation; then Figure 12 can be achieved. From Figure 12 it is evident that acute vibration takes place around 5 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz, 12 kHz, and 15 kHz intervals. By comparing this result with result from last chapter, it can be concluded that squeal phenomenon around 5 kHz, 10 kHz, and 12 kHz has been accurately predicted by complex mode analysis, while 8 kHz, 13.5 kHz, and 15 kHz vibration frequency do not match the result from complex mode analysis. These phenomena are called "overprediction" and "missing order" by other researchers. The reason for such phenomena lies in the linear method used by complex mode analysis. As a linear perturbation analysis step, complex mode analysis uses linear algorithm to approach nonlinear problem in its essence. Although it saves a lot of time and resource, inaccuracy is inevitable. On the other hand, explicit dynamic analysis takes nonlinearity into consideration, so accuracy is guaranteed. Nevertheless, explicit dynamic analysis requires a considerable amount of time and resource. For instance, the simulation in this chapter is conducted using 16 cores of high-performance CPU and takes more than two hours to finish. Complex mode analysis merely takes less than 20 minutes to complete. As a result, explicit dynamic method is not practical to conduct squeal parameter study.
As a result, though complex mode analysis is less accurate than explicit dynamic method, it is still a handy tool to analyze brake squeal problem. Complex mode analysis consumes moderate resource and time and provides satisfactory accuracy, which is enough for subsequent simulations.
Parameter Study of Brake Squeal
As is analyzed in previous chapters, brake squeal is caused by friction-induced unstable modal coupling. Thus changing physical properties of the brake discs may be an effective way to ease the squeal phenomenon. In this chapter, three parameters are analyzed using complex mode analysis method.
Coefficient of Friction.
After modifying the penalty function of the contact property, the effect of different coefficients of friction can be analyzed.
In Figure 13 it can be discovered that, as the coefficient of friction increases, the real part of complex eigenvalue rises as well, which means vibration becomes more unstable. Moreover, the increase of coefficient of friction also slightly alters the distribution of vibration frequency.
So, according to the analysis result, to ease the brake squeal phenomenon, coefficient of friction has to be as low as possible. However, a low coefficient of friction weakens the brake performance, which makes it difficult to stop the aircraft, because the brake time and brake length cannot be extended at will. As a result, altering coefficient of friction is not a suitable option to solve the brake squeal problem.
Stiffness of Brake Disc.
Stiffness matrix of the vibration equation gets changed while stiffness of brake disc changes. Let Young's modulus be 80 GPa, 85 GPa, and 90 GPa, respectively, map the complex eigenvalue scattergram in Figure 14 .
It can be concluded that vibration frequency rises as the stiffness increases, which matches the common sense. The real part values have a positive correlation with stiffness, which means the harder the brake discs become, the more easily they squeal. So changing the stiffness of the brake disc for the lower is an auxiliary option for solving brake squeal problem and lowering the squeal frequency.
Brake Force Fluctuation.
During taxiing procedure, the carbon brake discs have a complicated effect on the entire brake system [20] [21] [22] . For example, assembling clearance [23] , eccentric wear, and wear particles may cause considerable brake force fluctuation. The fluctuation brings extra excitement for the vibration system, which heavily influences brake system performance. Steady-state dynamic analysis has been performed to study the effect of brake force fluctuation.
Steady-state dynamic is an important category of dynamic analysis. It focuses on researching dynamic response under steady simple harmonic load. By performing steady-state dynamic analysis, it is able to verify the system's ability to tolerate resonance and fatigue. Steady-state dynamic aims at acquiring the relationship between displacement and the frequency of external excitement, so subsequent structural optimization and modification can be carried out. Only steady-state response will be recorded and analyzed in steady-state analysis.
Delete original natural frequency and complex frequency analysis steps and set up a direct steady-state analysis step. Establish a load whose amplitude is 2 kN and use default simple harmonic function to exert this load for steady-state analysis. The frequency range of the load is under 7 kHz. After completing the simulation, extract displacement curves about frequency on the observation point, as shown in Figure 15 .
It is obvious that displacement along direction plays a main character compared to other directions. While the frequency of brake force excitement is under 2500 Hz, the steady-state displacement response is stable. At 4880 Hz, first displacement peak takes place, which is also the first unstable mode according to complex mode analysis. Between 4880 Hz and 5859 Hz, steady-state displacement response along and direction rises. As a result, external excitement fluctuation must be limited under 4880 Hz to prevent from acute vibration, which leads to severe squeal phenomenon.
Vibration Reduction Using Viscoelastic Damping Material

Vibration Reduction Principle Based on Viscoelastic Damping.
According to the results above, modifying coefficient of friction, stiffness of brake disc, and brake force fluctuation frequency can improve brake squeal problem. But modifying coefficient of friction, stiffness is enslaved to the internal characteristics of carbon disc and the operability is limited. Brake force fluctuation frequency is related to many coefficients, such as manufacturing and installation error, using clearance, microscopic characteristics of disc surface, and so on. It is difficult to control the brake force fluctuation frequency. The viscoelastic damping material was introduced to the brake disc manufacturing and installation in the automotive industry, which has a good effect on the brake squeal problem. So the vibration reduction effect will be studied by using the viscoelastic damping material to the aircraft brake disc.
Dissipation factor is used to describe the damping. As the shearing deformation expends more energy than tensile deformation, the dissipation factor produced by complex shear modulus is studied here.
where is the real part of the complex shear modulus and is the imaginary part of the complex shear modulus. is the phase difference of the strain and stress after excitation. , are the shear stress and shear strain. Shear dissipation factor can be described by
The physical meaning of is the ratio of the dissipation energy Δ and the stored energy by elastic deformation. Suppose the material excited by sine force. Because of hysteretic phenomena, Δ can be derived:
where 0 , 0 are amplitude of shear stress and shear strain, respectively. Because
From formula (20) the key point to reduce vibration using the viscoelastic damping material is to maximize the product of the real part of the complex shear modulus and shear dissipation factor . The two coefficients are affected by temperature and vibration frequency, so the ability of vibration reduction fluctuates under different work conditions and vibration frequency. The real part of the complex shear modulus and shear dissipation factor can be determined by test [24, 25] .
Considering the structure of the aircraft brake disc and work conditions, a ring-shaped layer of viscoelastic damping material is constrained to outer margin of the stator. Shear strain of the ring-shaped damping layer can absorb and dissipate the energy of the out-of-plane vibration to improve the brake squeal problem. The multiphase iron carbon alloy is used as the viscoelastic damping material in this paper. Because the dissipation factor of the material cannot be directly defined in the software ABAQUS, the Rayleigh damping is used to define the damping. Under the circumstance of the material used in this paper, the dissipation factor satisfies where is the damping ratio, Δ is the logarithm deletion rate, is quality factor, and SDC is the specific damping capacity. SDC of the multiphase iron carbon alloy is about 20%, so the damping ratio can be derived by formula (21): 0.000159. and are the mass matrix coefficient and stiffness matrix coefficient, respectively. The CAE model of the ring-shaped damping layer is established separately and the normal frequency is computed. The first two frequencies are extracted, using formula (22) ; the Rayleigh damping factor can be obtained approximately. Then this factor is used to the complex eigenvalue analyzing.
Results of Vibration Reduction.
After the ring-shaped damping layer constrained to outer margin of the stator and the damping factor set-up, the disc complex modal is computed and the complex eigenvalues distribution is obtained in Figure 16 .
Under the effect of damping, the imaginary part of eigenvalue of every rank changes remarkably, which indicates the vibration frequency of the damping system changes. Meanwhile, the real part of eigenvalue decreases mostly. But in a few ranks, new unstable modal is produced by the damping material, so the damping method needs to be optimized further. In general, damping material changes the vibration nature and can restrain the unstable modal evidently. It is also an operable and economy method to improve the brake squeal problem.
Conclusions
(1) Aircraft brake noise problem contains a lot of nonlinear properties, which makes it a sophisticated engineering issue. A disc brake FEM model based on actual aircraft brake has been established. By applying FEM analysis method, complex mode analysis has been performed on the brake model. The possibility of squeal has been analyzed according to the eigenvalues results, and vibration properties of typical unstable vibration modes which are highly likely to cause squeal have been studied thoroughly. Explicit dynamic method has been taken to conduct transient dynamic analysis. Brake disc's vibration properties have been researched in both time and frequency domain. Comparisons between these two methods have been performed. Complex mode method has been adopted for further parameter analysis.
(2) Parameter analysis has been conducted to study the influence of coefficient of friction, stiffness, and brake force fluctuation frequency on the brake squeal phenomenon. The results show that a small coefficient of friction, a low brake disc stiffness, or relatively low brake force fluctuation frequency all help improve the brake squeal problem.
(3) A ring-shaped layer of viscoelastic damping material is constrained to outer margin of the stator to restrain the unstable modal. The simulation results indicate that this method can change the vibration nature and improve the brake squeal problem.
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